Today’s threats require agile, flexible, and electronic warfare (EW) solutions that evolve at the pace of mission. Our technology greatly reduces the probability of detection and enables integrated fires.

Our family of systems is scalable and spans dismount, maritime expeditionary, small and large vehicle expeditionary, and UAS platforms. These systems enable a distributed operational capability for netted fires against adversary targets across the RF spectrum.

For more information, contact
Electronic Warfare Initiatives Team
703-434-4844
esolutions@caci.com
Passive Detection and Active Fires
CACI's innovative electronic warfare systems employ effects to defeat adversarial surveillance and reconnaissance, cellular, WiFi, command and control (C2) systems, and unmanned aircraft systems (UAS).

With user-centered interfaces, the suite of systems scales from backpackable configurations to large-scale installations, including SkyTracker®, AWAIR®, and BEAM™. Portable unmanned airborne system configurations are also available.

Electronic Warfare Solutions Benefits:

- Configurable to meet diverse mission requirements
- Precision electronic attack mode reduces probability of detection
- User-centered interfaces reduce training needs
- Easily integrates new capabilities to stay ahead of evolving threats
- Enables long- and short-range, non-kinetic electronic attack and defense against a multitude of threats

CACI's approximately 23,000 talented employees are vigilant in providing the unique expertise and distinctive technology that address our customers' greatest enterprise and mission challenges. Our culture of good character, innovation, and excellence drives our success and earns us recognition as a Fortune World's Most Admired Company. As a member of the Fortune 1000 Largest Companies, the Russell 1000 Index, and the S&P MidCap 400 Index, we consistently deliver strong shareholder value. Visit us at www.caci.com.